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1

Staff on this module are good at explaining things clearly.

Deﬁnitely agree

11 (22%)
26 (52%)

Mostly agree
9 (18%)

Neither disagree nor agree
Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

2

3 (6%)
1 (2%)

Staff on this module make the subject interesting.

Deﬁnitely agree

9 (18%)
27 (54%)

Mostly agree
8 (16%)

Neither disagree nor agree

3

Mostly disagree

3 (6%)

Deﬁnitely disagree

3 (6%)

This module is intellectually stimulating.

Deﬁnitely agree

12 (24%)
24 (48%)

Mostly agree
10 (20%)

Neither disagree nor agree
Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

3 (6%)
1 (2%)
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4

This module has challenged me to achieve my best work.

8 (16%)

Deﬁnitely agree

23 (46%)

Mostly agree
13 (26%)

Neither disagree nor agree
5 (10%)

Mostly disagree
1 (2%)

Deﬁnitely disagree

5

This module has prompted me to explore ideas and concepts in greater depth.

Deﬁnitely agree

12 (24.5%)

Mostly agree

29 (59.2%)

Neither disagree nor agree
Mostly disagree

7 (14.3%)
0

Deﬁnitely disagree

6

1 (2%)

This module has provided me with opportunities to apply what I have learned.

11 (22%)

Deﬁnitely agree

32 (64%)

Mostly agree
6 (12%)

Neither disagree nor agree
Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

7

0
1 (2%)

I can see how this module relates to the rest of my course.

10 (20%)

Deﬁnitely agree

23 (46%)

Mostly agree
12 (24%)

Neither disagree nor agree
4 (8%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

1 (2%)
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8

Marking criteria have been clearly explained in advance.

Deﬁnitely agree

11 (22%)

Mostly agree

23 (46%)

Neither disagree nor agree

9

10 (20%)

Mostly disagree

3 (6%)

Deﬁnitely disagree

3 (6%)

Marking and assessment have been fair.

5 (13.9%)

Deﬁnitely agree

16 (44.4%)

Mostly agree

14 (38.9%)

Neither disagree nor agree
1 (2.8%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

10

0

I have received helpful and timely feedback on my work.

Deﬁnitely agree

13 (27.1%)

Mostly agree

24 (50%)

Neither disagree nor agree
Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

11

10 (20.8%)
0
1 (2.1%)

Sufficient academic advice and guidance are available on this module.
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17 (35.4%)

Deﬁnitely agree

23 (47.9%)

Mostly agree
5 (10.4%)

Neither disagree nor agree
2 (4.2%)

Mostly disagree

1 (2.1%)

Deﬁnitely disagree

12

Staff respond to module queries in a helpful and timely manner.

16 (34.8%)

Deﬁnitely agree

22 (47.8%)

Mostly agree
8 (17.4%)

Neither disagree nor agree

13

Mostly disagree

0

Deﬁnitely disagree

0

This module is well organised and running smoothly.

Deﬁnitely agree

9 (18.4%)

Mostly agree

27 (55.1%)

Neither disagree nor agree

8 (16.3%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree
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5 (10.2%)
0

Any changes to the module have been communicated effectively.

Deﬁnitely agree

9 (19.1%)

Mostly agree

24 (51.1%)

Neither disagree nor agree

10 (21.3%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

4 (8.5%)
0
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15

The library, IT and specialist equipment (where appropriate) support my learning well.

16 (34%)

Deﬁnitely agree

24 (51.1%)

Mostly agree
6 (12.8%)

Neither disagree nor agree
1 (2.1%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

16

0

CU Online (Moodle) is used effectively to support my learning.

Deﬁnitely agree

19 (38.8%)

Mostly agree

25 (51%)

Neither disagree nor agree

3 (6.1%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree
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2 (4.1%)
0

I feel part of an academic community of staff and students.

12 (25%)

Deﬁnitely agree

23 (47.9%)

Mostly agree
11 (22.9%)

Neither disagree nor agree
2 (4.2%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree
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0

I have had the right opportunities to work with others to enhance my learning.

17 (34.7%)

Deﬁnitely agree

24 (49%)

Mostly agree
7 (14.3%)

Neither disagree nor agree
1 (2%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

0
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Staff value and respond to my views and opinions about this module.

Deﬁnitely agree

14 (30.4%)

Mostly agree

24 (52.2%)

Neither disagree nor agree

7 (15.2%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree
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1 (2.2%)
0

Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of this module.

9 (18.4%)

Deﬁnitely agree

24 (49%)

Mostly agree
12 (24.5%)

Neither disagree nor agree
4 (8.2%)

Mostly disagree
Deﬁnitely disagree

21

0

Please identify up to three things you think are good about this module.
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Honestly cannot think of anything.

309620-309612-26808631

The content. The pace. The workload.

309620-309612-26808629

It lets you explore your creativity
The modules vary to let you try different things

309620-309612-26808636

Allows a lot of creativity.
Broadens skills.
Quite fun.

309620-309612-26808662

-interesting topics
-something new every week that is relevant to the project
-engaging

309620-309612-26808646

The flexibility of the themes that we get to choose.
The different techniques were allowed to use.
Exploring different ideas

309620-309612-26808613

Allows to express many areas of design.

309620-309612-26808651

nothing
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309620-309612-26808624

nothing

309620-309612-26808624

Is convenient to check things
Receive teachers announcement
Checking

309620-309612-26808615

The teachers are easy to talk to and are fun

309620-309612-26808622

The work is not just on a computer there is a mix of art and design
none

309620-309612-26808798

Nothing

309620-309612-26808723

Nothing

309620-309612-26808709

Variety of mediums we are able to use

309620-309612-26808618

Experimenting with different techniques
Different from anything else i’ve ever done
Being given new tasks every week which make it more exciting

309620-309612-26808621

The feedback sessions
Organisation
Responsive lecturers

309620-309612-26808714

- Teaches a lot of new techniques
- Makes you think in different ways
- Encourages creativity

309620-309612-26808612

Encouragement to try new things, Creativeness, It gets you thinking in a different way.

309620-309612-26808619

Structured week by week

309620-309612-26808658

Interactive learning
Encouragement to work in different media

309620-309612-26808725

Challenging
New stuff
Different tasks

309620-309612-26808647

Staff really good at explaining tasks,knows how to help to expand your
ideas/thinking,lectures are well organised.

309620-309612-26808614

My theme my patterns and my photography

309620-309612-26808812

Freedom to express yourself
Interesting tasks
Workskops

309620-309612-26808726

Informative, observative, interesting, helpfull

309620-309612-26808661

It teaches us a variety of techniques, how to look at things differently and we learn new
information on a daily basis.

309620-309612-26808669

The teacher; the opportunity to try a lot of different things and techniques

309620-309612-26808643

Makes you be more creative
Makes you challenging yourself
Makes you go in workshops what I founding very interesting

309620-309612-26808655

The variety of task set each week keeps the group in a timely schedule, prepares for deadline.

309620-309612-26808660
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The variety of task set each week keeps the group in a timely schedule, prepares for deadline.
Getting feedback from peers in classes, and Padlet.

309620-309612-26808660

Ideas
Mark-making
Learn different ways of drawing

309620-309612-26808724

1. The challenges
2. The creative overthinking

309620-309612-26808702

Weekly tasks are well presented.

309620-309612-26808649

good
time
organisation

309620-309612-26808654

I am able to strengthen my drawing skills.
I like how we can explore with a variety of medias.
I like how nothing is wrong and how anything can be right if looked at a certain way.

309620-309612-26808740

Challenges my thinking, helps me open up my methods of design, helps me be free.

309620-309612-26808982

- Being able to receive feedback from my peers.
- Exploring different tools and techniques.
- Challenging, forcing me to think out of the box.

309620-309612-26808682

What changes to the module or its delivery would improve your learning?
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The lectures are very uninteresting. Everyone zones out, or goes on their phones.

309620-309612-26808631

The timetable.

309620-309612-26808629

It was mentioned we would be given a moodle tutorial this has not happened. I am feeling
oberwhelmed with moodle and cannot use it

309620-309612-26808636

It's a lot of work in a short amount of time, which can sometimes get stressful.

309620-309612-26808662

Possibly more theory

309620-309612-26808646

The module is too big for such a short time we should at least do the relevant work imduring
the lessons like other modules rather than choosing a topic and then having to do the same
thing at home what we literally just did in the lesson is pointless we should just be able to do it
on our topic straight away to get it done.

309620-309612-26808613

Weekly projects don't allow me to develop my ideas as there is not enough time.

309620-309612-26808651

everything

309620-309612-26808624

I cant think of anything at the moment

309620-309612-26808622

none

309620-309612-26808798

Make it more eventful

309620-309612-26808723

Structure of the module

309620-309612-26808709

Some of the publication sections are too controlled, it would be better to have a bit more
freedom to explore our question in our own way

309620-309612-26808618
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freedom to explore our question in our own way
Focusing on one thing

309620-309612-26808670

Some tasks are too controlling which can make it difficult and give you less space for
creativity

309620-309612-26808621

The lectures I find hard to concentrate in sometimes
I wish that there was allotted time to have reviews on our sketchbook development.

309620-309612-26808714

---

309620-309612-26808612

A clearer description of the overall task aswell as an effective way to present it,that way we
kill two bird with one stone and the module runs smoother and more efficiently

309620-309612-26808639

More interaction from other peers with more commitment. I feel like some peers don't care
enough.

309620-309612-26808619

Less 9ams

309620-309612-26808658

Less 9am's

309620-309612-26808725

More communication with peers

309620-309612-26808647

I think there is no need of any changes.

309620-309612-26808614

More feedback and explaining the task more.

309620-309612-26808812

Uploading thigs on padlet makes me feel “exposed” and anxious. I’d prefer emailing my work
to Paula in order to get feedback.

309620-309612-26808726

Better students understanding in taking tasks seriously, because when we need to say critic
not all of them says it, also not all of them seems to love communicate

309620-309612-26808661

No

309620-309612-26808669

Make it a bit less abstract

309620-309612-26808643

I think everything is really good right now. Just I guess as every student I would like to have
more time to finish my works

309620-309612-26808655

Help on knowing how to shape sketchbook. Understanding requirements on how to submit
work for deadlines.

309620-309612-26808660

Not giving feedback to other students

309620-309612-26808724

1. More examples of what we can do for our tasks
2. More brainstorming sessions

309620-309612-26808702

i think that some of the weekly tasks aren't helpful to our progression. Such as the sixteen
drawings we had to do. We then had to redo 8 for the following week. I found this excessive.
Although most other tasks are definitely better

309620-309612-26808649

more time

309620-309612-26808654

Less lectures and more focus of the style of work we need to produce.

309620-309612-26808982
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